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Featured in the book Born to Run, running coach Eric Orton offers a guide for every

runner... Natural running is more than barefoot running. It’s about the joy of running that we

were all born with and can reawaken. With a program focused on proper form, strength

development, and cardiovascular training, Orton will help beginners, competitors, and enduring

veterans reach “the cool impossible”—the belief that any achievement, athletic or otherwise, is

within our reach. Inside you’ll find: * Foot strength exercises for runners to catapult

performance, combat injuries, and transform technique* A total-body-strength program

designed for runners* Step-by-step run-form coaching for performance and lifelong healthy

running* A training program for building endurance, strength, and speed* No-nonsense

nutrition for runners* Visualization and mind-training tactics to run and live the Cool

Impossible* And much more… ATHLETICISM IS AWARENESS—awareness of form and

technique, awareness of our effort level, and, most important, awareness of what we think. And

with that awareness comes the endless potential for mastery and achievement beyond

anything you thought possible.INCLUDES PHOTOS

“This guy is a miracle worker.”—Christopher McDougall, New York Times bestselling author of

Born to Run --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorEric Ortons

experiences with the Tarahumara and his study of running, human performance, strength, and

conditioning have led him to the cutting edge of the sport and made him the go-to guy for

athletes everywhere. Chris McDougall is just one of the coachs many success stories. The

former fitness director for the University of Colorado Health Sciences Center, Orton now

personally oversees the training of dozens of athletes, from recreational racers to elite

ultramarathoners.--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted

by permission. All rights reserved.You In Glorious Jackson HoleOkay. enough about me and

the near past.This is about you and your near future. You, the athlete—and I use that word with

full consideration and intent. Because wherever you are in your running life, you can make the

choice to be an athlete. You can adopt that mind-set and make it your own defining essence.

Being an athlete is not something you’re “born with.” That’s a misconception, a myth, really, that

is all too often also an impediment—or, even worse, an excuse. Being an athlete is a choice.

And making that choice, taking up that mind-set, is the step that allows you to move toward a

new level of achievement. That’s what this book is about. And that’s what I’m going to ask of

you.The truth is, athleticism is awareness. That simple phrase is at the core of my program.

When I say, “Athleticism is awareness,” what I mean is that to be an athlete means you are

someone who is aware of your form and technique; aware of how you move your body; aware

of your effort level, of your breathing pattern; aware of what you eat (and don’t eat); and, most

important, aware of what you think (and don’t think).We will go deeper into that idea later, but

first we need to address the physical side of things. I believe firmly that the mind follows the

body. And when the mind follows a good body, it gets to the right place. So that is where we will

begin the journey—your journey—to the Cool Impossible.To get started, I am going to ask you

to look at things maybe a little differently than you’ve looked at them in the past. I’m going to

introduce you to some new ideas and concepts and ask you to do some new things that will

help to catapult your running to another level and help you get everything that you want out of

every mile. Along the way, I am going to challenge you to go above and beyond what you think



is possible for yourself, for your running, and, I hope, even your life.And to be clear, this

process, this challenge—this opportunity—is open to every runner. This book is for you

whether you’re a beginner, or a veteran hoping to reclaim that beginner’s enthusiasm and

sense of possibility; whether you’re a dedicated competitor, gearing your efforts to

improvements in time and placings at key races, or a recreational runner, excited about the

social aspects of the sport; whether you’re someone whose running has been interrupted or

compromised by chronic injury, or an enthusiastic experimenter inspired by visions of barefoot

running, the Tarahumara Indians, and other adventures. This commitment to awareness will—

like Frost’s choice between two roads diverging in a wood—make all the difference.One

element of what you will learn later is how important and powerful a role visualization plays in

performance. The mind follows the body and, in turn, performance follows the mind. But

harnessing that sequence, controlling it and making it work for us to carry us to where we want

to go, is a challenge—and one that often goes unrecognized. We have lost touch with the art of

daydreaming. I don’t mean the kind of daydreaming that comes after a few hours of surfing

vacation Web sites or buying that lottery ticket. We’re all pretty good at that. No, I mean the

kind of daydreaming that can help guide our performance and prepare us for the journey to the

Cool Impossible.So let’s give it a try. Let’s do it. Right now. Rather than simply telling you what’s

going to come in the chapters ahead—laying out the programs and the protocols, explaining

the mechanics, the physiology and the psychology—I’m going to give you a chance to live it. I

wake up each day in Jackson thrilled anew to find myself in what is truly a running and

adventure-sport paradise, living the kind of life that I once could only imagine. But that’s the

point: I did imagine it, and now it’s as real as the vast, jagged face of the Teton Range that

beckons me each time I step out of my house, or the bear that ambles across the trail ahead of

me on my morning run, or the lung-searing challenge of an uphill sprint at nine thousand feet. I

want to make it just as real for you.I want you to imagine that you are on your way to visit me in

Jackson Hole for an intense seven-day running camp. This one-on-one camp will be like no

other running you’ve ever done and will introduce you to and immerse you in every element of

my training program. Jackson Hole is the real deal, the true Wild West. It’s here that you can

find your own frontier and be shocked into a new reality. I am hoping this is what you expect

from your visit and from this book, because it is what I want for you.So, here you are. . . . It’s

been a short flight from Denver or Salt Lake City (or wherever you made your connection,

because, face it, unless you’ve got a private jet you’re not flying direct to Jackson). But it is a

leap into another realm. The plane drops down out of the clouds and suddenly there it all is, a

landscape so sweeping and majestic that it makes you almost laugh as you press your face to

the little square of the window: the mountains, saw edged and brilliantly snowcapped, marching

out to the horizon; the Snake River running its sinuous course through the valleys; the

burnished tans and greens of the headlands. We are most certainly not in Kansas (in real or

metaphorical terms) anymore.You can see immediately why they call it Jackson Hole. The floor

of the valley sits at sixty-five hundred feet, but the Tetons on the western side soar like a wall to

thirteen thousand feet, and the Gros Ventre Range to the east tops out near twelve thousand

feet. Trappers and hunters who found their way to the region in the early nineteenth century

must have felt they were literally going over the edge as they climbed down the steep canyons

into the vast encircled expanse. It still feels that way today, as the plane drops down, far below

the peaks, and settles in for a landing at Jackson Hole Airport, which, with its low-slung rustic

design, seems to blend in with the flat expanse of the valley.No Jetway here. You grab your

bag, running shoes dangling from the handle, and exit the plane directly onto the tarmac. You

take a deep breath. The air is exhilarating and the sky astoundingly wide and close. As you



follow the concrete path toward the terminal, you turn to look at the mountains, and it’s like

they’re right there in your face. Your eye traces the wild, zigzag lines of the peaks—dominated

by the central massif, the truly majestic Grand Teton—and follows the canyons cutting up in

deep, dark Vs between the rises. You try to imagine running there, following a trail up to the

Teton Crest. It seems like another world. Another you, perhaps.Welcome to Jackson: That sort

of spectacular vista, with its promise and its challenge, is everywhere here. It is also the reason

why you’re here. In the next few days you’re going to get a firsthand taste of all that Jackson

has to offer, and at the same time an introduction to my running program, a taste of what I’ll be

asking you to do, and a glimpse of where these new elements and new ways of thinking can

take you—in your running and in your life.We meet outside the airport. I’m the shaved-headed,

skinny guy with rounded shoulders and a cheery smile. I’m happy to see you, after all. I bundle

you into my truck and off we go, windows down.On the ride into town from the airport we pass

buffalo—yep, they’re roaming—beside the road, as well as an elk framed against the sky above

a ridge, the same ridge on which we’ll put in some quality miles in the days to come. We also

pass a trio of cyclists, pulling big gears as they roll down the shoulder not that much slower

than we’re driving. You’ll learn that it’s impossible to go for long in Jackson Hole without seeing

someone in motion: biking, running, hiking, paddling on the streams, skiing the trails in winter.

The most adventure sports– happy town in America—Chris had it right.But on this first night,

before we move into action, there’s time to sit and talk, to get a sense of where you’re coming

from, and where we’re going to be going in the course of the next seven days—and beyond.

Over a steak salad or grilled trout at the Snake River Brewery, we’ll talk about a lot of things.

About Jackson, and the history of the valley. About the Wild West. About skiing at lunchtime

and about what twenty-below really feels like. About crazy real-estate prices and about

mountain lions. Behind it all, of course, will be that sense of anticipation, of an adventure about

to be embarked upon. Maybe you’re a little tired or fried from the travel, but you’re feeling a

buzz, too, that tingle that every runner knows that precedes a big test. And so we’ll start talking

about the aspects of your upcoming training. Since I’m a bottom-up kind of guy, we’ll start with

your feet.Don’t worry, we’re not going all Barefoot Ted here. My Copper Canyon race

companion, and one of the pioneers of barefoot running, has a lot of wisdom to share, but I

consider shoeless running a tool—something that can help build strength and improve form for

all runners—rather than as an objective in and of itself, or even, as some would have it, a

lifestyle. Remember, the Tarahumara sport those huaraches, not bare feet, across their rocky

trails. For now, we’re going to concentrate on strengthening the feet, and it’s crucial that you

can feel—really feel—what we’re doing.Take your shoes off. It’s okay—we’re in Jackson here;

you won’t be the first at this establishment. Now look down at those feet, maybe a little pale

below the sock line, the toes spreading and gripping the tile floor. For all the usual focus on leg

strength, flexibility, and core fitness, when it comes to running, everything springs, quite

literally, from those two kind of funny-looking appendages. Just as a race car, no matter how

big an engine it has or how sophisticated a suspension, depends on four small patches of tire

on asphalt to get around a track, a runner’s performance and health are rooted in the actions of

the foot, with its twenty-six bones, thirty-three joints, and more than a hundred muscles,

tendons, and ligaments. Having strong feet promotes proper muscle usage all the way up the

leg and throughout the core, ultimately creating the muscle equilibrium that is so important to

successful running, and that’s what we’ll be working on throughout your training.Maybe you’re

imagining a gym full of machines and clanking iron; maybe you sneaked a peek down at your

biceps last time you raised your glass, or you’re trying to remember how much you hoisted the

last time you did heavy leg squats. But strength training is not about how much you can lift.



That’s not the challenge. The challenge is to have an open mind about what the objective is.

Strength training is about muscle equilibrium—about making sure that the big, prime-mover

muscles in the body don’t overwhelm the smaller supporting muscles, pulling the entire system

out of balance and compromising efficiency. It’s more important how well we move and how

efficient we are in using our strength than how much weight we can toss around.And the

amazing thing is that this muscle equilibrium, this athletic strength, will help you to run better. It

will also prevent the all too familiar aches and pains and stiffness that can sometimes seem

like the unavoidable price of running.Let me be very clear about this: These aches, these

pains, they are avoidable. You may have been conditioned to think otherwise, but over the

course of our time together, I will show you different. With strength, muscle equilibrium, good

form, and a proper training program, we can eliminate those common running ailments, have

more fun, and achieve tremendous performance enhancements.Easy, now; I don’t want to

overwhelm you. Let’s pay the check, take a walk down Town Square. It’s not Times Square,

New York City, but what we lack in glittering lights, we make up for in quiet charm and a

backdrop that takes the breath away.I want to know some more about you. If you’re shy, don’t

be. This is important. Before I begin coaching any athlete, I like to get a detailed sense of

where he is in his running career. We runners love to talk running. It’s our currency of

exchange, as natural as putting one foot in front of the other. So let’s talk about past races, the

good ones and the ones that kicked our butts. Let’s talk about workouts and recent long runs;

tell me about your favorite route and how fast you’ve covered it recently. And in the process I’ll

get a sense of your experience level and where you are in your training. And I’ll ask you—just

as you no doubt are asking yourself—what your goals are. What do you want out of your

running—from the season ahead, in terms of a specific race or training goal, to a lifetime

ahead on the road or trails? If you are not a racer, we can discuss how races can personally

empower you and foster a sense of adventure in your running.Okay, that’s a lot of talk and very

little action. It’d be nice to grab a beer together—or, if that’s not your thing, a coffee or tea. But

this first night, it shouldn’t be a late one. We’ve got a whole week ahead of us, and it’s time to

turn in. I’ll file away what I’ve gleaned about your running past and your goals for the

future.Back at your hotel, you settle in to sleep, your window open to the cool mountain air and

all that awaits outside on the trails of Jackson.An hour after sunrise, the steep slopes of the

Tetons are sharply etched in soaring lines of light and shadow, and the rolling foothills are

rising into burnished greens and gold. We meet at the Cache Creek Canyon trailhead. A

popular hiking, biking, and cross-country trail that runs along Cache Creek close to downtown

Jackson, this will be an ideal setting for a short shakeout run. This is not a workout. It’s just to

get the blood flowing, an easy, roly-poly outing in the woods, a chance for you to get

acclimated to the altitude and for me to watch you run.We’ll go for thirty-five to forty minutes,

whatever feels comfortable. I’ll keep the instructions intentionally vague at the beginning—

nothing more complicated or nuanced than, “Take it easy”—since the important thing is to get a

sense of how you naturally run. I’ll be watching your form, and to do that I’ll move around on

the trail, leading for a while and then dropping back to follow. I might speed up the pace for a

stretch and then slow it back down. I’ll be looking to see how you respond: Do you push to

keep up—despite those instructions at the start to keep it easy? Or do you do your own thing?

I’ll be looking to see how confident you are in your own pace.You can learn a vast amount

about people just by going on an easy run with them. Every step reveals a wealth of detail, and

I’m making notes in my head as we go along: Hey, her pace is good, or Hmm, his stride

crosses over; He’s not using his glutes; or She’s a heel striker. All of this gives me a road map

for going forward.I’m an expert at running and talking—comes with the job. So let me cover a



little about form as we go. Like I told Chris, there’s a right and a wrong way to run, and I’m here

to teach you the difference. The specifics will come later. For now, let’s address the significance

of form.When we have good form, we run efficiently. With bad form . . . wait for it . . . you’re

running inefficiently. Bad form forces you to use some muscles more, and others less, than is

optimal. Over time, the ones we use strengthen; the ones we don’t weaken. It’s not rocket

science. This disparity throws off the body equilibrium I told you about before. When that

happens, you create tightness in your muscles, and you suffer from common running ailments

in your hips, knees, ankles, and feet. We’ll focus a lot on form, and I’m confident that once you

start making changes, you’ll like the transformation in your running.But right now, it’s important

that we make sure the run stays relaxed and natural, to keep you from becoming self-

conscious. The hardest thing for a person to do is to run as he or she normally does when she

knows there’s someone watching. Of course, there’s a good chance you’ll be a bit distracted—

by the scenery of Jackson, with the woods just waking to the day, the mountains coming into

focus beyond the trees; by the thoughts of what you’re going to be asked to do over the next

seven days; and, of course, by the altitude.If you’re coming from sea level, this first run at six

thousand feet is going to be a real eye-opener, and not just in the good-morning sense. You’ll

feel it just walking from the car to the trailhead: that sense that each breath is bringing in just a

tiny bit less oxygen than you need. Even at a relaxed pace on the trails, a sense of desperation

can creep in, as each slight rise brings a gasping moment of oxygen debt. Yeah, yeah, Jackson

is gorgeous, and the morning sun through the trees is amazing, and we might see a bear or a

mountain lion or who knows what else, but right about ten minutes into this easy run, your

vision is narrowed to the single track in front of you, and your thoughts are on nothing more

than the next step. This is a shakeout run? It feels more like a survival test. But you press on.

That’s what you’re here for. And the amazing thing is how the body always adapts. Even by the

end of this first short outing, you’ll feel a bit stronger, like there’s more you can give. And that,

right there, is part of the process.As we slow to a jog and then a walk on the last switchbacks

down to the trailhead, your pulse rate and breathing returning to normal, you’re already

thinking ahead to the next run, considering how you’ll respond to a greater challenge. You’re

eager, excited, energized.This is a good time for me to hit you with the heart and soul of my

program. Sometimes I call it cardiovascular training, because there’s a lot of pumping blood

and heaving lungs during its execution. But there’s much more that happens during this aspect

of your training— improving running efficiency, developing strength, burning fat, raising lactic

acid thresholds, getting faster—and so you’ll also hear me address it as your “strategic running

foundation.” Catchphrase or not, what I’ll lay out for you with a specific day-by-day schedule is

a system of training runs focused on either speed or heart-rate zones.Following it will build for

you a foundation of endurance, speed, and strength for whatever kind of running you want to

do, no matter what level of runner you are. This program is flexible and dynamic enough to

work for the beginner simply looking to develop a healthy approach to running, to the

experienced competitor who’s hitting a plateau, and to those who are looking to run their first

5K, 10K, half marathon, marathon, or beyond.Gets you hungry just thinking about it, right?Next

stop is breakfast. We’ll roll back into town and hit the Bunnery, just off Town Square, bright and

bustling with folks off to work and others in from their morning workouts—rides and runs and

climbs and paddles. There’s nothing like sitting down to breakfast knowing that you’ve already

done a morning run. The engine is fired and ready for fuel.This will be a good time to talk a bit

about nutrition—surrounded by the aroma of fresh-baked muffins and buns, breakfast burritos,

and blueberry pancakes. Nutrition is a very important part of my program (something you’ll

learn over the next few days), though not so much in terms of day-by-day, meal-by-meal



schedules and menus. It’s not about becoming a label (vegan, paleo, veggie). To me, the

question of nutrition is more about mind-set: With the commitment to becoming an athlete, and

living as an athlete, comes the sense that you live with awareness. That includes awareness of

what you put in your mouth. We will talk about natural eating, and avoiding processed foods,

and particularly sugar. But mainly the message is that we all know what we should be eating,

and, just as important, what we shouldn’t be eating. The key is to stop taking half measures

and just do it right. Oh, and pass the salsa for the huevos rancheros.Breakfast is over—a lot to

digest so far in many ways. Go rest, take a siesta at your hotel, maybe head out for a leisurely

walk afterward. Take in a bit of Jackson, talk to some locals, get a feel for the place where you’ll

be spending the next week. I’ll pick you up when the sun is on its wane.It’s late afternoon, and

we’re back in the truck, bombing north past the airport into Grand Teton National Park. We turn

in at Moose Junction and cross the Snake River, shadows from the falling sun now stretching

across its waters. We follow Teton Park Road farther up into the park. There’s still a nice

warmth in the air, but you can’t help but notice the narrow poles flashing past at regular

intervals along the side of the road. They’re there to mark the edge of the pavement when the

route is covered in snow—and they’re taller than the truck. What, you wonder, looking out

through the greens and browns of the woods, must it be like here in the winter, when all is

white?While your mind is wandering to thoughts of taking up ski mountaineering, or snow

biking, we pull in and park beside the eastern edge of Jenny Lake.This is where we’re going to

do another run, and it is a spot unlike any you’ve ever seen. Formed by glaciers twelve

thousand years ago and framed by the tallest peaks in the Teton Range, Jenny Lake is about

two miles long and a mile wide at the middle, and its crystal water mirrors the sky and the

mountains perfectly. For the next hour or so, this living postcard will form the backdrop to our

workout, even as you’re going to be focusing not outward on the scenery, but inward on your

own mental landscape.As we take off along the pine-needle trail around the lake, I want you to

think about the importance of training the mind, as well as the body. Thinking affects

performance, period. I’ll talk a lot about this over the coming days, but for now, I just want to

further introduce this idea of awareness.With awareness comes the possibility of control and

improvement, of progress and mastery—and, ultimately, of new possibility. In many ways,

actually, what we think is not what’s important. What is important is our awareness of our

thinking, and, then, how we act after we think it. It’s human nature, for instance, to want to

know what’s in store, to ask before we attempt something, “What’s going to happen? What is

the outcome going to be?” Our thinking—this need to “know”—is often what stops us from

doing the things we want to do, or dream of doing, especially when we’re not sure we can. Call

it a fear of the unknown. It can stop us before we start. But if we can identify that fear—if we

have awareness of it—and still go forward, then we’re on a clear road to our dreams. Crazy

things happen when you’re on that road. Crazy good things. That’s something that I’ve learned

over the course of my life, and it has become the foundation for my own athletic endeavors and

for my philosophy of training. When we embark on any venture—whether it’s running or any

other endeavor in life—it’s crucial that we don’t get hung up about the outcome. Yes, every

athlete has his or her goals, and it’s important and necessary to aim for those. But we don’t

know how it’s going to turn out, and that’s the glory.This is not all loose theory (i.e., “Here’s

what’s theoretically possible, but you’re on your own to figure out how to obtain it”). No. There

are specific techniques you’ll learn from me. The journey begins by helping you identify your

goals, what it is you actually want to accomplish as a runner. You’ve done some visualization

already with me, but there’s much more to come.I’ll also teach you how to use mantras. Don’t

worry: I’m not talking sitting like Buddha, legs crossed, incense swirling around your head, and



humming deeply “om” after “om.” That’s great, if that’s your thing. But mantras come in all

different shapes and sizes. They can simply be repeating phrase like, “Do what’s required.”

Their power comes in focusing your thoughts, centering your mind to your purpose.Heady stuff,

quite literally, but if you trust me to lead you through every step of the Cool Impossible, you’ll

see that it works.Now slow down; come and sit beside me on the lakeshore. Good. Now, I know

what you’re thinking: Go ahead—take your shoes off; I know you want to slip those tired feet

into the cold blue water of Jenny Lake. Nice, right? Hopefully, you feel a kind of open flow

through your body, a relaxed sense of connectedness.We sit here awhile, not speaking, just

taking it all in.There—look up now into the wide blue Wyoming sky. There, far, far above, a bald

eagle is circling, riding the currents seemingly effortlessly, everything—anything—within its

reach. Maybe, you think, you can relate.--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition

edition.Read more
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very nature potentially hazardous. All participants in such activities must assume the

responsibility for their own actions and safety. If you have any health problems or medical

conditions, consult with your physician before undertaking any outdoor activities. The

information contained in this guidebook cannot replace sound judgment and good decision

making, which can help reduce risk exposure, nor does the scope of this book allow for

disclosure of all the potential hazards and risks involved in such activities. Learn as much as

possible about the outdoor recreational activities in which you participate, prepare for the

unexpected, and be cautious. The reward will be a safer and more enjoyable
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McDougallIT’S EMBARRASSING, BUT it’s taken me until now to really understand what Eric

Orton has been telling me since the day we met. It’s a classic case of missing the forest for the

trees, except for me the forest was very strange and there was a naked woman running around

in there, so you can understand how it could all get confusing.I got to know the woman first. In

the summer of 2005, a friend who’d served as a forest ranger invited me to join him and four of

his pals on a three-day, fifty-mile trail-running trip through Idaho’s River of No Return

Wilderness. Our gear and food would be hauled by a mule packer, so all the six of us had to do

was focus on running fifteen miles a day from campsite to campsite.It was too sweet an offer to

turn down, even though I wasn’t much of a runner. Actually, I was close to being an ex-runner;

I’d been laid up by a string of injuries over the previous few years, and three separate doctors

had warned me that impact breakdowns were inevitable for six-foot-four 240-pounders like me.

Ironically, I was writing for Runner’s World at the time, so it wasn’t as if I were lacking for injury-

prevention and training advice. I’d tried every tip you’ll find in a running magazine—stretching,

cross-training, replacing my $150 shoes every four months with a fresh pair, heat-molded

custom insoles, even icy-cold postrun soaks in a creek—but no matter what, it was only a

matter of months before fiery twinges began shooting out from my knees, or heels, or

hamstrings, or Achilles tendons.Luckily, I was in the middle of a healthy streak when I got the

Idaho invitation, so I said, “Sure, I’m in.” On our first morning, I fell into stride behind a former

ranger named Jenni Blake. She was as smooth over wind-fallen logs as water, just kissing the

tree trunk with a tap of her shoe as she hurdled over and surged on, never breaking pace. Her

full-body approach to running was a revelation; she flung her arms wide for balance on

downhills, twisted her hips like a salsa dancer on sharp switchbacks, bent her knees deep

when she hit a patch of scree and came churning right back out the other side. Her nimbleness

and raw strength were so impressive, I was surprised to discover that for half her life, Jenni

wasn’t athletic at all.“I really didn’t know anything about the woods till I came to Idaho,” Jenni

told me when we stopped for a breather. “I was bulimic in college and had a terrible self-image,



until I found myself out here.”She came as a summer volunteer, and was thrown right into the

deep end: She was loaded up with a lumberjack saw, a Pulaski ax, and two weeks of freeze-

dried food, and pointed toward the backcountry to go clear trails. She nearly buckled under the

weight of the backpack, but she kept her doubts to herself and set off, alone, into the

woods.After a few days, Jenni was surprised to learn that the body she’d always hated was

strong enough to swing an ax and muscle a downed lodgepole pine off the trail. She’d found it

hard to hold back a sweaty smile as she stood atop Mosquito Ridge and looked down at the

mile-high hill she’d just climbed. And when she wandered into the path of a marauding moose,

she made another discovery: She was fast! The big brute burst out of the brush without

warning, so before Jenni knew what she was doing, her legs were carrying her down the trail

ahead of the lunging antlers. By the time the moose gave up, Jenni felt terrified, exhausted . . .

and fantastic.After that, she couldn’t wait to roll out of her tent at daybreak. She’d pull on

sneakers and nothing else, then set off for long runs through the woods, the rising sun

warming her naked body. “I’d be out here for weeks at a time by myself,” Jenni explained. “No

one could see me, so I’d just go and go and go. It was the most fantastic feeling you can

imagine.” She didn’t need a watch or a route; she judged her speed by the tickle of wind on her

skin, and kept racing along the pine-needled trails until her legs and lungs begged her to head

back to camp. Jenni paid for her nude morning miles later in the day, when her thighs got

wobbly during long hikes, but her runs only got longer; this new romance with her body was too

exciting to quit.Jenni has been running wild ever since. She and her best pal, Nancy Hatfield,

are leaders of an unstoppable all-gal running gang; after a snowstorm, they’ll hit the roads

around their hometown of McCall, Idaho, before the plows, and break their own trails through

the snowdrifts.“Winter running is the best!” chimed in Nancy, who was with us for the trek. Like

Jenni, Nancy is a living rebuttal to the notion that twenty years of daily miles are a crippler; at

forty-seven, she still runs the way a mermaid swims, with her brown hair cascading down her

back, her legs swift yet languid, and even a sea blue belly ring winking in her navel.But for me,

that running vacation turned out to be a crippler. When I winced my way down the final downhill

leg at the end of the third day, I could barely walk. My heels were stinging and both Achilles

tendons were inflamed. I hobbled into the creek and sat there, simmering and wondering what

was wrong with me. How come two middle-aged women could rip through mile after mile, year

after year, on dirt and snow and tarmac, while I couldn’t go more than a few months without

coming apart?The answer was right in front of my eyes, of course. Right there in the forest. I

just didn’t know what I was looking for.A few weeks after my Idaho debacle, I was given an

assignment by Men’s Journal magazine to interview an adventure-sport coach based in

Jackson Hole, Wyoming. My editor was intrigued, because Eric’s specialty was tearing

endurance sports down to their integral movements and finding transferable skills. Eric would

study rock climbing to find shoulder techniques for kayakers, and apply Nordic skiing’s smooth

propulsion to mountain biking.What Eric is really looking for, I discovered after I met up with

him in Denver, are basic engineering principles; he’s convinced that the next great advance in

fitness will come not from training or technology, but technique: The athlete who avoids injury

will be the one who leaves the competition behind. Curiously, no fitness activity offered more

room for improvement than running. As the world’s oldest and most popular sport, you’d think

we’d have perfected it by now, but running has become a high-risk enterprise. More than 50

percent of all runners are injured every year, and always have been since running injury data

was first collected in the 1970s—meaning I was the rule, not the exception. If someone could

eliminate that risk factor, tremendous leaps forward were possible not just in performance, but

in participation. Imagine the millions of people who wanted to run but were prevented by



injuries, and the millions of others who’d heard the stories of ruined knees and were afraid to

even try, all of them now free from pain and fear.But for Eric, the only mystery was why it was

so mysterious: Change what your body does, and you’ll change what happens to your body. If

you’re getting injured from running, he believes, the next step is logical: You have to change the

way you run.“Everyone thinks they know how to run, but it’s really as nuanced as any other

activity,” Eric told me. “Ask most people and they’ll say, ‘People just run the way they run.’ That’s

ridiculous. Does everyone just swim the way they swim?” For every other sport, lessons are

fundamental; you don’t go out and start slashing away with a golf club or sliding down a

mountain on skis until someone takes you through the steps and teaches you proper form. If

not, inefficiency is guaranteed and injury is inevitable.“Running is the same way,” Eric

explained. “Learn it wrong, and you’ll never know how good it can feel.”Wait; why had I never

heard this before? Once he spelled it out, it seemed painfully obvious. Of course there had to

be a right and a wrong way to run. There’s a better and worse way to perform every

biomechanical motion on earth, from throwing a ball to eating with chopsticks. Why would

running be the only activity on the planet that was free from the laws of physics? But I’d never

heard this line of thought before. All I ever read about in running magazines was what to buy—

motion-controlling shoes, orthotics, compression socks—not what to do.And then Eric added

something that, to my big man’s ears, was strange, beautiful music.“Everyone is built for

running.”For years, I’d been told just the opposite: Doctors and physical therapists kept telling

me that running is bad for the body, especially bodies built on the same specs as Shrek’s. And I

believed it, because I felt the proof in my aching Achilles. Eric then offered to back up his

bravado: He volunteered to coach me by e-mail and transform me from an ailing ex-runner into

not just a marathoner, but an ultramarathoner. In nine months, he promised, I’d be able to

handle a fifty-mile race through the Copper Canyon of Mexico with the legendary Tarahumara

Indians.Naturally, I was enticed, but I’d also been enticed by the Idaho trip, and I’d seen how

that turned out. I’d spent three days covering fifty miles, and I finished it plopped in a creek and

vowing I’d never do anything that stupid again. Now Eric was not only proposing I run fifty miles

in a single day, but also ramp up my mileage way faster than the 10-percent-per-week rule that

the running magazines always preach. There was no way I’d get to the race, I thought; the

workouts would finish me off first.“Every time I up my miles,” I replied, “I break down.”“You won’t

this time.”“Should I get the orthotics?”“Forget the orthotics.”I was still dubious, but Eric’s

absolute confidence was winning me over. “I should probably cut weight first to make it easier

on my legs.”“Your diet will change all by itself. Wait and see.”“How about yoga? That’ll help,

yeah?”“Forget yoga and stretching. Muscle tightness is not solved by stretching.”I was already

liking the sound of this. No diet, no yoga, no orthotics. I was wavering.“You really think I can do

this?”“Here’s the truth,” Eric said. “You’ve got zero margin of error. But you can do it.”Lost as I

was in my own concerns about the challenge, I never really considered the challenge that was

facing Eric. Not only did he have to rehabilitate a guy who’d been judged defective by at least

three medical professionals, but he also had to hammer his way through a rock-hard wall of

behavioral resistance. Like everyone else, there are things I like to do and things I say I’ll do but

probably won’t. There was no point in giving me a training plan that I was going to half ignore,

so Eric had to determine what kind of exercise I liked. He had no idea what he was in for.“Do

you belong to a gym?”“Nope.”“What kind of workout equipment do you have at home?”“None. I

can’t stand lifting. I can’t stand anything that has to be counted or repeated. Waaay too

monotonous.”I don’t know why Eric didn’t back out right then, but he soldiered on.“Okay,” he

persevered. “What do you like?”I paused for a sec, debating whether the truth would sound too

weird or just plain useless. “You know those big old lumberjack saws?” I said. “The kind they



used in the eighteen hundreds for taking down redwoods?”“Yeah . . . ?”“I have kind of an

obsession with those. We heat our house with firewood, and a few years ago I stopped using

the chain saw and started cutting all our wood with a crosscut. I should hate it—they call them

‘misery whips’—but I could monkey around cutting wood all day. I’ve got, like, six saws.”“Okay,”

Eric replied. “We can work with that. . . .”What Eric did next was simple brilliance—so brilliant,

in fact, that it has taken me until now to figure it out. I was so excited by the trees—by Eric’s

training plan, his life-changing running technique, and his notion that runners have to be

athletes first—that I missed the magnificence of the forest. Besides, like I said, there was that

nude woman in there. I’m sure he tried to spell it out, but even if I’d listened, it was too radical a

thought for me to have grasped at the time. Now that it’s had a few years to sink in and I’ve also

gotten used to the astounding change that Eric’s approach has had on me, I’m finally able to

appreciate what he’s been trying to tell me, and what Jenni Blake discovered for herself out

there in the Idaho wilderness.And it’s simply this: Humans love to move. Movement is in our

genes; it’s what has made us the most successful and widely traveled species on the planet

(and beyond). To modern humans, though, that’s a suspicious concept. We’ve been taught

since birth to be suspicious of anything we enjoy, of anything that feels too much like fun, so we

take what used to be joyful and playful and turn it into another form of work. No one says

they’re going to the gym to play, right? They’re going to “work out.”But Eric knows that

athleticism and achievement aren’t about willpower. He’s smart and honest enough to

understand that anything you force yourself to do, at some point you’ll stop doing. The self-

discipline, no-pain-no-gain model just doesn’t work, so instead, he’s figured out a way to

substitute pleasure for pain. He’s helped bring a sense of artistry back to exercise, and for me,

it’s changed everything. Today, I’ll walk out the door, look around, and pick a direction that

seems appealing. Then I’ll start to run, and I’ll keep going as long and as far as I feel like—just

the way I did when I was a kid. I won’t worry about injuries, and I know my free time and water

will give out before my energy. When I finish, I’ll be eager to go again tomorrow.And if you’d told

me that five years ago, I’d have said it was impossible.1ME AND THE COOL IMPOSSIBLELET

ME TELL you a story. . . .In March 2006, I stood at the starting line of a fifty-mile race, living my

Cool Impossible. Save for my dry-wick shirt and shorts, my hydration backpack, and the energy

bars in my pockets, this was no ordinary race. Far, far from it. First, I was in the tiny remote

village of Urique, tucked between steep cliffs and a river, in the Copper Canyon of

northwestern Mexico. There was no grand race gate, no timer microchip on my shoes, no firing

of a gun, and no massed swell of athletes tripping over one another to get ahead. There were

only a couple dozen runners, a simple mark on the pavement in the center of town to indicate a

starting point, and a tall, sun-bleached blond American nicknamed Caballo Blanco to shout,

“Go!”The runners that day were not my usual competitors either, and that was the point, really.

This was a race to bring together two cultures, one old, one new, both with a devout love of

running—and running at the extreme—over very long distances. In today’s race, we faced fifty

miles in the stark, hilly landscape of Copper Canyon.Those of the new culture were among

America’s best ultramarathoners, including the dynamos Scott Jurek and Jenn Shelton. Two

more experienced, iron-willed, and talented runners you’d be hard-pressed to find. They have

the medals and championships to prove it.Those of the older culture were the Tarahumara

Indians. Dark and tawny skinned, their legs rippling with muscle, they wore loincloths and

brightly colored long-sleeved shirts that billowed when they ran. Their shoes, or more

appropriately huaraches, were simply a flattened, foot-shaped cutout of tire tread lashed to

their feet with leather straps. The Tarahumara, whose true name is the Rarámuri (or “running

people”), came from a collection of isolated, secret tribes who lived in Copper Canyon,



surviving not much differently than they had for hundreds of years. They were known most of

all for their amazing feats of endurance running, able to seemingly journey forever over

parched and rocky trails across some of the most forbidding landscape on earth. I had known

of their legendary feats for more than a decade, but to be with them in the flesh, as I had been

for several days now, remained a wonder.Then there were me and Christopher McDougall.

Now, I had my share of ultraraces under my belt, but it was not like Scott eyed me with fear.

Further, I had spent the months prior to the race changing diapers and rocking my new baby

girl to sleep. My longest training run in advance of coming to Mexico clocked in at a paltry three

hours, a third or less of the length of the run ahead of me that day. Finally, I was not just there

as a competitor, but as a coach to Chris.Alone among those at the starting line, Chris had

never run an ultramarathon, and when we had first met a year before, he was a self-admitted

“splintery wreck” who could not run a short distance without a long list of troubles. His original

interest in the Tarahumara was as a journalist in the hunt for a good story. That had evolved

since, and now he hoped to prove he could finish this very special ultramarathon race—for

himself, for the idea of who he could be.Beside me at the starting line, Chris was nervous and

quiet and, typical of him, deflecting any attention paid by others to the rookie nature of his run.

At six-foot-four, he’s a big man, but was leaner by forty pounds since we began training

together. “What’d you do to this guy?” Caballo had asked me on seeing the difference in Chris

since their first meeting. Nonetheless, he was facing a fifty-mile run over treacherous, steep

terrain in dry, scorching desert heat. I knew he could do it physically. The question was, Could

he do it mentally? I’m sure he questioned both.Moments before the race began, I told Chris,

“Do your own thing; race your own race. Do what you know you can do, but if it feels like you’re

working, you’re working too hard.”Soon after, Caballo shouted his “Go!” and we were off

running. The Tarahumara exploded ahead at a blisteringly fast six-minute-mile pace, maybe

faster. I was amazed and a bit flummoxed; could they possibly maintain that throughout the

race? They were something to watch, smiles on their faces, their feet sprinting over the ground

like they barely needed to touch it. They were out of earshot of the mariachi band, and out of

Urique’s town center, within seconds.At a seven-minute pace, I followed, Chris still slower

behind me. There was a long way to go, and as I told him, you have to run your own race. The

first few miles were down a dirt road that stretched beside the Barranca River. I felt good, at

ease for now, doing my own thing. We crossed a wood-and-rope suspension bridge, the whole

contraption shaking and swinging as we traversed it single file. Soon after we started up our

first big hill, a real leg burner, forty-five minutes in ascent, experiencing that special kind of

excruciating joy that runners know better than most.I could tell you that I came out of the womb

shod with little baby running shoes, set to hit the trail. Or maybe that even in preschool I had a

whistle around my neck, clipboard in hand, and was eager to coach. But both would be, well,

fiction—and this story is true.Like most of our journeys, mine zigzags, comes back on itself,

and takes a few diversions. I actually arrived struggling for breath, my lungs attacked by

asthma. My first Christmas was celebrated inside an oxygen tent. As a kid, I spent overnight

birthday parties fighting for breath while my friends, full of cake and ice cream, slept easily. At

an early age, I was very aware of my body, what it could do and not do. But my parents, my

doctors, they never put barriers in front of me, forbidding this sport or that exercise. To this day I

thank them, because the more I pushed myself, the more my body adapted and grew

stronger.In my small New York town in the hills of the Allegheny Mountains, I became a bit of a

football star. Big fish, little pond. Classic. I was a running back who loved a crushing hit as

much as a touchdown. Senior year of high school I ran track, chiefly to better my gridiron

speed. To my surprise, I discovered the same joy I experienced on the football field, an



awareness of my body’s movement as an expression of who I was. Cue the chuckling, but I felt

like an artist.Two years of college football, graduation, and the cold-water splash of the real

world came next. I had to build a life, put food on the table, find a home. The American West

called, Denver specifically, and there at the edge of the Rockies, I ran, biked, swam, climbed,

and kayaked in the fresh mountain air. I road-cycle raced, and competed in marathons,

triathlons, adventure races, and ultraruns. I became a faster, stronger, better athlete than I ever

imagined possible. But it was still a hobby. During the week, I clocked in at an environmental

consulting firm. I was fine: interesting job, money in my pocket, a great view out my door, and

adventure on the weekends. I had everything that I’d always wanted . . . and it wasn’t what I

wanted.Through those years in Denver, above everything else, I lived and breathed running.

And all without even really being sure where it was taking me. In time, though, I came to realize

that I was never going to be the best runner. Still, I was a very good runner, and I had a

lifetime’s worth of athleticism woven deep into my bones. I started to think, How could I use the

talents I was given—and that I had worked very hard to develop? I realized that I wanted to

build my life around athletics—and that I wanted to help other people realize their own

potential.I quit my job, perks and all, and took a part-time one working the front desk at the

University of Colorado Health Sciences Center fitness facility. I made a grand seven bucks an

hour. Some people told me to “grow up,” that I was following the wrong path. Forget them, I

thought. I took classes in physiology, anatomy, biomechanics, and nutrition. I traveled to the

U.S. Olympic Training Center in Colorado Springs and earned my credentials as one of the first

USA Triathlon coaches. While still working at the fitness center, I began coaching one athlete,

then another. Soon I had become the director of fitness at the UC center, and I collected a

stable of runners and triathletes. Truth be told, I was learning as much as I was teaching.Love

and a commitment to help my wife, Michelle, care for her parents in Jackson, Wyoming, led to

a decision to leave Denver. Don’t anoint me with the title of saint, because selfishness and fear

of losing the athletes I was coaching made the move a begrudged one. As would become

clear, I better deserved the title of fool. In Jackson, in sight of the towering, jagged peaks of the

Tetons, there was no better ultimate training environment, nor anyplace else so abounding with

athletes literally hungry to be the fittest. I mean, there were world-class mountain-running trails

right out my front door.Amid this high-altitude, let’s-go-attitude blend of enthusiasm and

opportunity, my coaching career took off. I’d always told myself that it didn’t matter if I had just

one athlete; the important thing was to be living my life as a coach and runner. In Jackson

Hole, I had an array of athletes in a wide range of events (plus I kept a bunch of my Colorado

athletes, training them online), and the satisfaction was more than I’d ever imagined—just

seeing my guys and girls improving week to week, sometimes session to session, was

tremendously rewarding. And then there were the competitive successes, which in a lot of ways

were even sweeter than the ones I’d experienced as an athlete myself. That list was growing:

fifty- and hundred-mile-race champions in both running and mountain biking; age-group

winners and podium finishers at run distances from 5K to 50K; Boston Marathon and Hawaii

Ironman qualifiers; the silver medalist in the twenty-four-hour mountain-biking world

championships; a Wyoming state high school cross-country champ; and even a professional

hockey player, a few of Hollywood’s fittest, and a rock-star guitar player. I was loving it—writing

the workouts, designing the programs, figuring out the exercises—and other people were

starting to notice, one in particular.Like many tales, there’s a proverbial knock on the door from

a stranger in mine.Or, more specifically, a phone call in 2005 from Chris McDougall. He wanted

to do a feature on “America’s best adventure workout,” and I was, according to him, “the go-to

conditioning guru in what is probably the most adventure sports–happy town in America.” He



had the second part right, at least. To save him from frostbite during the Wyoming winter, we

met in Denver.We hit it off, and I couldn’t pry enough information out of him about the

Tarahumara Indians, whom he had recently written about in Runner’s World. A decade before,

when one of their tribe raced for the first time in the Leadville Trail 100, a torturous

ultramarathon in the heart of the Rockies, the Indian beat out all comers. For a time, I wanted

to be a Tarahumara—or at least run like one. The whole idea of this tribe and their little-known

world was part of what really got me into endurance. I was just drawn to it. It was so . . .

primitive. And pure. I wanted to learn how that felt, that whole macrocycle of running these

great distances and dealing with what goes on in your mind when you’re out there running for

five, eight, ten-plus hours. I loved the idea that I could go out and run all day like those

Indians.Now here was Chris, who had actually met them in the canyon lands and was thinking

of running with them, at least for part of a fifty-mile race. Caballo Blanco, a mysterious and

eccentric ultrarunner who had gone to live and run with the Tarahumara, was putting the event

together.But Chris was not in Denver to talk about the Tarahumara. He was there for an

adventure workout, to learn how to build a body for multisport (kayaking, climbing,

mountaineering) for an article. To start, I took him out on a run in some low hills. He was an

athletic guy, rowed in college, but he was very down about his ability to run. Basically, he said it

was something he couldn’t do because he suffered too much pain and didn’t have enough

endurance. He didn’t like to train. In sum, he had given up.That night I returned to the hotel,

ripped apart our workout program, and decided to coach him as a runner. I knew anybody—

big, small, fat, skinny, athletic or not—could transform him- or herself into an efficient runner.

We met the next morning and I offered to help. I told him there was a right and a wrong way to

run. He overstrode, suffered from a slow cadence, moved inefficiently, and struck the ground

with his heels. Every step he took was breaking him down.Throughout the next day, I

introduced him to a new way to run and charted out a course for him to realize his overarching

ambition: to run as many miles as he wanted on any given day for the rest of his life. At the end

of our session, we sat on the green of the Denver City Park Golf Course and spoke about the

Copper Canyon race. Chris said it was something he could never do, much as he wanted to

run it. We made a gentlemen’s bet: I would train him, and if he’d listen and do the work, I

guaranteed him he could do the race. He then asked whether I’d join him in the run. “Yes” never

came so quickly from my lips—well, except at my wedding.Flash ahead a year, past some race-

date hiccups, a newborn baby back home, and there I was in the state of Chihuahua, Mexico,

jostling back and forth next to Chris in a rickety bus. We were descending six thousand feet to

the town of Batopilas on a steep, one-lane dirt road pocked with holes. There was a cliff on one

side, a rock wall on the other, and I feared we—this “dream team,” as Caballo called us—would

tumble to our deaths before meeting any of the running people.Batopilas was the stepping-off

point for our adventure. After two nights in a dingy hotel, we set off on a thirty-mile run/hike into

the slotted canyons to reach the town of Urique, where the race was being held. We loaded our

gear on mules, freeing ourselves to travel with only what we needed to drink and eat. Forty-five

minutes into the journey, we came to a clearing shaded by a canopy of trees. Suddenly, we

found ourselves surrounded by Tarahumara Indians. It was like they were ghosts, just

materializing silently from the trees. Caballo introduced us by the spirit-animal names he had

given us. I became El Gavilan, the hawk—quiet, confident, and ever watchful. Chris was Oso,

the bear.At once there was a very powerful sense of connection, a definite bond with the

Tarahumara. We shared no language—we didn’t know theirs; they didn’t know ours. On that

thirty-mile trek to the town of Urique, there was no talking. There were just expressions and

gestures, but you could feel a kinship growing through our running. As we continued the



journey, I closely observed the Tarahumara: their shoes, their running form, their strength, their

bursts of speed, how they navigated the big rocks along the trail, and what they ate. They were

amazing to watch, and I had to remind myself to keep my slack jaw from dragging across the

dirt.At last, we arrived in Urique after dark. In the few days before the race, we walked and ran

some of the course, Caballo smirking whenever I asked him how hard he thought it would be.

We ran more with the Tarahumara, had our own huaraches made from truck tires, demolished

plates of fresh tortillas and tamales, and relaxed with beers at night. Truth be told, the scene

was not much different from the simple mountain life centered around running that I had built

for myself in Jackson.After a restless night of sleep, race day came. In the morning, Chris, who

always had a stash of espresso, shared a much-needed cup with me. I donned my jersey

(number sixteen) and slipped on my hydration pack. The starting line awaited. Standing next to

Chris, I knew he did not feel as though he deserved to be among this tribe, new and old, of

endurance runners. The race would prove that for him, one way or the other.Up canyons,

through rivers, over hills, around turnabouts, down endless switchbacks, all through the heat

and dust, mile after mile, I ran. And I was hurting. The youngest of the Tarahumara, who had

burst ahead at the start, were now slowing. Still, there was no way for me to PR (personal

record) on this day, not the way I was feeling. I knew from the outset that I couldn’t win this

race, but I’m competitive, and I always want to feel like I am in the thick of the battle.By mile

eighteen—along a flat stretch of the trail, no less—I needed to stop. Something was off. My

head wasn’t in the race, and when you lose focus, it’s easy to give in to the strain in the legs

and lungs. By the trailside, I panted for breath, sweat pouring off me. Just then, Scott and the

Tarahumara champion runner Arnulfo, who were coming around from a double-back, swept

past me. Their sleek, supple legs were unfaltering, and so fast.Right then I knew I needed to let

go of this race as a competition and simply enjoy the run. The whole journey to Copper Canyon

was part of a life centered around running that I had imagined for myself and worked to build

for years, never allowing doubts or fears to stand in the way. That was the very essence of

living the Cool Impossible, and winning this race had nothing to do with mine.Coaching Chris,

seeing him through the end of the Copper Canyon run, did. This experience in Mexico would

remain unfulfilled, incomplete, unless he crossed the finish line—and crossed it running.

Joining the tribe of endurance runners was his Cool Impossible, and I wanted it for him as part

of my own.At last, my focus in the right place, I returned to the trail feeling in the flow. I came

down the long, steep hill that we had first climbed at the beginning. Feeling stronger and faster

than I had earlier in the race, I was only a few miles from the finish.Then, near the wood-and-

rope suspension bridge, I came upon Chris. In last place, he was on his way toward the hill, at

least two hours of running ahead of him. He was upbeat, but obviously feeling the effects of the

heat and the miles. “The climb is going to seem a lot longer than you remember it. Be

prepared,” I told him, happy to see him still running. “These miles may seem like the longest in

your life. Just settle in and run them.”Chris nodded and continued ahead. Throughout our

training, I was never sure whether everything I said got through to him, but he was on his own

now. Anything I could say, do, was already said and done.After crossing the finish line in Urique

—the same one that marked the start—I settled around a table at the town’s lone restaurant

with the other runners, Tarahumara and American alike. We drank, ate, and reveled in the race,

rehashing it as runners always do. Then we ate, drank, and reveled some more. All the while, I

thought of Chris, hoped he continued to place foot after foot across the trail.Two hours later,

twelve-plus hours since the race began, the sun was falling, the sky a brilliant orange, when

word arrived that Chris was approaching. All of us, and our supporting mariachi band, gathered

at the finish. I stared ahead, hoping to catch a first glimpse of him. Finally, Chris came down



the road into the town square. He was running strong, enlivened by that last burst of adrenaline

typical of the end of a race, even a really long one. I cheered. We all cheered, raising our fists,

shouting, “Go, Oso! Go!”Chris ran those fifty miles of brutal terrain. He ran them and joined the

tribe of endurance runners. Once he crossed the finish line, he came up to me. Later he would

tell me how much I helped him with that last bit of advice before he climbed that final big hill,

but right now, at the finish, he was out of breath, too choked with thirst for words. We attempted

a high five but missed. My excitement, his weariness—what can I tell you?—our aim was off.

But then he grabbed my hand in that big paw of his own and squeezed it tight. I could feel the

joy in the embrace, and there was nothing left to say.With my coaching, Chris achieved his own

Cool Impossible. I’m proud to say many of my athletes have done the same, and I’m here, fired

up and ready, to guide you to your own.2YOU IN GLORIOUS JACKSON HOLEOKAY.

ENOUGH ABOUT me and the near past.This is about you and your near future. You, the athlete

—and I use that word with full consideration and intent. Because wherever you are in your

running life, you can make the choice to be an athlete. You can adopt that mind-set and make it

your own defining essence. Being an athlete is not something you’re “born with.” That’s a

misconception, a myth, really, that is all too often also an impediment—or, even worse, an

excuse. Being an athlete is a choice. And making that choice, taking up that mind-set, is the

step that allows you to move toward a new level of achievement. That’s what this book is about.

And that’s what I’m going to ask of you.The truth is, athleticism is awareness. That simple

phrase is at the core of my program. When I say, “Athleticism is awareness,” what I mean is

that to be an athlete means you are someone who is aware of your form and technique; aware

of how you move your body; aware of your effort level, of your breathing pattern; aware of what

you eat (and don’t eat); and, most important, aware of what you think (and don’t think).We will

go deeper into that idea later, but first we need to address the physical side of things. I believe

firmly that the mind follows the body. And when the mind follows a good body, it gets to the

right place. So that is where we will begin the journey—your journey—to the Cool

Impossible.To get started, I am going to ask you to look at things maybe a little differently than

you’ve looked at them in the past. I’m going to introduce you to some new ideas and concepts

and ask you to do some new things that will help to catapult your running to another level and

help you get everything that you want out of every mile. Along the way, I am going to challenge

you to go above and beyond what you think is possible for yourself, for your running, and, I

hope, even your life.And to be clear, this process, this challenge—this opportunity—is open to

every runner. This book is for you whether you’re a beginner, or a veteran hoping to reclaim

that beginner’s enthusiasm and sense of possibility; whether you’re a dedicated competitor,

gearing your efforts to improvements in time and placings at key races, or a recreational

runner, excited about the social aspects of the sport; whether you’re someone whose running

has been interrupted or compromised by chronic injury, or an enthusiastic experimenter

inspired by visions of barefoot running, the Tarahumara Indians, and other adventures. This

commitment to awareness will—like Frost’s choice between two roads diverging in a wood—

make all the difference.One element of what you will learn later is how important and powerful

a role visualization plays in performance. The mind follows the body and, in turn, performance

follows the mind. But harnessing that sequence, controlling it and making it work for us to carry

us to where we want to go, is a challenge—and one that often goes unrecognized. We have

lost touch with the art of daydreaming. I don’t mean the kind of daydreaming that comes after a

few hours of surfing vacation Web sites or buying that lottery ticket. We’re all pretty good at

that. No, I mean the kind of daydreaming that can help guide our performance and prepare us

for the journey to the Cool Impossible.So let’s give it a try. Let’s do it. Right now. Rather than



simply telling you what’s going to come in the chapters ahead—laying out the programs and

the protocols, explaining the mechanics, the physiology and the psychology—I’m going to give

you a chance to live it. I wake up each day in Jackson thrilled anew to find myself in what is

truly a running and adventure-sport paradise, living the kind of life that I once could only

imagine. But that’s the point: I did imagine it, and now it’s as real as the vast, jagged face of the

Teton Range that beckons me each time I step out of my house, or the bear that ambles across

the trail ahead of me on my morning run, or the lung-searing challenge of an uphill sprint at

nine thousand feet. I want to make it just as real for you.I want you to imagine that you are on

your way to visit me in Jackson Hole for an intense seven-day running camp. This one-on-one

camp will be like no other running you’ve ever done and will introduce you to and immerse you

in every element of my training program. Jackson Hole is the real deal, the true Wild West. It’s

here that you can find your own frontier and be shocked into a new reality. I am hoping this is

what you expect from your visit and from this book, because it is what I want for you.So, here

you are. . . . It’s been a short flight from Denver or Salt Lake City (or wherever you made your

connection, because, face it, unless you’ve got a private jet you’re not flying direct to Jackson).

But it is a leap into another realm. The plane drops down out of the clouds and suddenly there

it all is, a landscape so sweeping and majestic that it makes you almost laugh as you press

your face to the little square of the window: the mountains, saw edged and brilliantly

snowcapped, marching out to the horizon; the Snake River running its sinuous course through

the valleys; the burnished tans and greens of the headlands. We are most certainly not in

Kansas (in real or metaphorical terms) anymore.You can see immediately why they call it

Jackson Hole. The floor of the valley sits at sixty-five hundred feet, but the Tetons on the

western side soar like a wall to thirteen thousand feet, and the Gros Ventre Range to the east

tops out near twelve thousand feet. Trappers and hunters who found their way to the region in

the early nineteenth century must have felt they were literally going over the edge as they

climbed down the steep canyons into the vast encircled expanse. It still feels that way today, as

the plane drops down, far below the peaks, and settles in for a landing at Jackson Hole Airport,

which, with its low-slung rustic design, seems to blend in with the flat expanse of the valley.No

Jetway here. You grab your bag, running shoes dangling from the handle, and exit the plane

directly onto the tarmac. You take a deep breath. The air is exhilarating and the sky

astoundingly wide and close. As you follow the concrete path toward the terminal, you turn to

look at the mountains, and it’s like they’re right there in your face. Your eye traces the wild,

zigzag lines of the peaks—dominated by the central massif, the truly majestic Grand Teton—

and follows the canyons cutting up in deep, dark Vs between the rises. You try to imagine

running there, following a trail up to the Teton Crest. It seems like another world. Another you,

perhaps.Welcome to Jackson: That sort of spectacular vista, with its promise and its challenge,

is everywhere here. It is also the reason why you’re here. In the next few days you’re going to

get a firsthand taste of all that Jackson has to offer, and at the same time an introduction to my

running program, a taste of what I’ll be asking you to do, and a glimpse of where these new

elements and new ways of thinking can take you—in your running and in your life.We meet

outside the airport. I’m the shaved-headed, skinny guy with rounded shoulders and a cheery

smile. I’m happy to see you, after all. I bundle you into my truck and off we go, windows

down.On the ride into town from the airport we pass buffalo—yep, they’re roaming—beside the

road, as well as an elk framed against the sky above a ridge, the same ridge on which we’ll put

in some quality miles in the days to come. We also pass a trio of cyclists, pulling big gears as

they roll down the shoulder not that much slower than we’re driving. You’ll learn that it’s

impossible to go for long in Jackson Hole without seeing someone in motion: biking, running,



hiking, paddling on the streams, skiing the trails in winter. The most adventure sports–happy

town in America—Chris had it right.But on this first night, before we move into action, there’s

time to sit and talk, to get a sense of where you’re coming from, and where we’re going to be

going in the course of the next seven days—and beyond. Over a steak salad or grilled trout at

the Snake River Brewery, we’ll talk about a lot of things. About Jackson, and the history of the

valley. About the Wild West. About skiing at lunchtime and about what twenty-below really feels

like. About crazy real-estate prices and about mountain lions. Behind it all, of course, will be

that sense of anticipation, of an adventure about to be embarked upon. Maybe you’re a little

tired or fried from the travel, but you’re feeling a buzz, too, that tingle that every runner knows

that precedes a big test. And so we’ll start talking about the aspects of your upcoming training.

Since I’m a bottom-up kind of guy, we’ll start with your feet.Don’t worry, we’re not going all

Barefoot Ted here. My Copper Canyon race companion, and one of the pioneers of barefoot

running, has a lot of wisdom to share, but I consider shoeless running a tool—something that

can help build strength and improve form for all runners—rather than as an objective in and of

itself, or even, as some would have it, a lifestyle. Remember, the Tarahumara sport those

huaraches, not bare feet, across their rocky trails. For now, we’re going to concentrate on

strengthening the feet, and it’s crucial that you can feel—really feel—what we’re doing.Take

your shoes off. It’s okay—we’re in Jackson here; you won’t be the first at this establishment.

Now look down at those feet, maybe a little pale below the sock line, the toes spreading and

gripping the tile floor. For all the usual focus on leg strength, flexibility, and core fitness, when it

comes to running, everything springs, quite literally, from those two kind of funny-looking

appendages. Just as a race car, no matter how big an engine it has or how sophisticated a

suspension, depends on four small patches of tire on asphalt to get around a track, a runner’s

performance and health are rooted in the actions of the foot, with its twenty-six bones, thirty-

three joints, and more than a hundred muscles, tendons, and ligaments. Having strong feet

promotes proper muscle usage all the way up the leg and throughout the core, ultimately

creating the muscle equilibrium that is so important to successful running, and that’s what we’ll

be working on throughout your training.Maybe you’re imagining a gym full of machines and

clanking iron; maybe you sneaked a peek down at your biceps last time you raised your glass,

or you’re trying to remember how much you hoisted the last time you did heavy leg squats. But

strength training is not about how much you can lift. That’s not the challenge. The challenge is

to have an open mind about what the objective is. Strength training is about muscle equilibrium

—about making sure that the big, prime-mover muscles in the body don’t overwhelm the

smaller supporting muscles, pulling the entire system out of balance and compromising

efficiency. It’s more important how well we move and how efficient we are in using our strength

than how much weight we can toss around.
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TIMOTHY HOKE, “Great Book and Program. I've personally used the program outlined in this

book and found it understandable, practical, and I saw incredible gains when consistently

applying the principles and regimen outlined in this book.I will confess that I did all the steps up

to the 2nd half of the strategic running program, but had to stop there due to personal reasons.

However, by the end of the 1 1/2 months of preparation phase and 3 months with the Strategic

Foundation Program, my long run had progressed from 5 miles to 20 miles, I was injury free, I

was rarely sore, and felt energized all the time, even after a 3-hour run.The book "Born to Run"

by Christopher McDougall was a revelation for many runners that the way they were going

about running might be wrong; bad posture, over-striding, heel striking, overuse muscle injury,

and muscular imbalance, etc. being just a few of the ailments. If you missed that book, pick up

a copy as well as it is an enjoyable narrative and inspiring, albeit a little jumpy in it's storyline

(or maybe that is just how I read it).The forward to Eric Orton's book is written by Christopher

McDougall and so The Cool Impossible is the logical next step for those who wanting to get

started down the rabbit hole of learning how to run again.Taking the first steps into The Cool

Impossible by Eric Orton, it is a running book, but it is a little different than you might be used

to if you've spent any time in this genre. It is written as a narrative with the premise that you,

the reader are visiting Eric in Wyoming and training with him for a week. This might put some

off, but that is how he wrote it and it works fine. The style is conversational like a coach would

interact with his athlete. One recommendation that Eric Orton makes is that you should read

through the entire book before beginning training. I would say read it once, start training, read it

again once you've gotten into the Foundation running program, then refer back to it as needed

throughout your training.GearHere is a quick look at what you will need to follow this training

program:$12 The Cool Impossible. Yep, probably need this.$15-$20 An exercise ball, they are

sized by your height so choose accordingly$5-$80 Wobble board, Stability disk, and ski polls

$200-$600 GPS watch and heart rate monitor (I used the Suunto Ambit2 GPS w/ HR strap,

great product). You could also use a cell phone with a HR strap, but I don't like running with my

phone.$80-$150 Zero drop shoes. Zero drop is defined as .00 difference between the forefoot

of the shoe and the heel, if there is a difference it is measured in millimeters.An exercise ball

and the wobble board/stability disks will be used for the strength training. I made my own

board and stability disk out of scrap materials I had laying around so I had very little cost. For



those who don't have access to materials or who aren't handy, you can purchase the board,

disks, ski polls, and videos as a bundle from Eric Orton's website, or purchase something

similar from a fitness store. What I constructed perfectly matches the product that Eric Orton

sells, but what I do wish I had was those videos. However, it is possible to learn the strength

drills through the book alone, it just requires carefully performing the drills and referring back to

the pictures and descriptions in the book. One note I will add is that Eric Orton throughout this

book says that who you buy equipment or shoes from doesn't matter, just make sure if fits

within the parameters he outlines.ProgressionsThe concept of progressions is essential. If we

think of our training as a succession of building blocks, each block being necessary in order to

add another one, then we need to exercise maturity in not jumping ahead in the program,

whatever program that is.The book and your training will progress in this way:Correcting

mindset, e.g. training vs. working outBuilding strength from the feet upLearning how to run with

the correct formPutting that new running form into practice in a 4-6 week "performance"

phaseBegin the two-part strategic foundation running program which takes 20 weeks total (5

months)Mindful nutritionMindsetTo start off Eric makes the statement that being an athlete is a

choice. Making that choice involves undertaking the mindset of an athlete training, not just

someone "working out". An athlete is aware of everything and how it affects him; his mindset,

running form, eating habits, etc. Running well without awareness is almost impossible since as

an activity it is complicated enough that if done improperly it will break our bodies down.

However, it is simple enough that once we learn how we should move and become aware of

how we are currently running, we can start to correct those biomechanical faults and get on the

path of proper running form. Done correctly this will open up the potential for a lifetime of injury-

free running, and run beyond what we thought was possible. This I found to be true.Building

StrengthJust like a house which requires a solid footing, the body needs strong feet in order for

the rest of the body to not fall apart from the demands we place on it while running. Eric Orton

starts with the feet because they are one of the most ignored aspects of running and therefore

need the most attention starting out. Weak feet lead to incorrect form, incorrect muscle

recruitment, and muscle imbalances. He also addresses the core and upper body, again

focusing on runners who tend to have specific weaknesses. The stability disk, wobble board,

and fitball will play the biggest part in the strength phase. Don't skip this step!Learning To

RunMost people think that they don't need to learn to run. I know I thought this, but Eric Orton

points out that no one thinks that way about swimming, golf, tennis, baseball, etc. We all

recognize the importance of a coach who breaks down our golf swing and makes adjustments

until we have mastered the basic swing. There may be some advanced variations, but they are

exactly that, a variation off of that basic swing.Eric Orton takes you through the five key

principles of running form, provides drills for practicing good form. An additional benefit is that

as you are practicing and referring back to the book, you begin to catch Eric's advice or

corrections in the book. "If you feel this, then that is going on", etc. You may have to experience

it before those coaching tips make sense, but it falls into place as you do it. Which points to the

value of reading the book as you train in order to truly pick up on the full value of this

book.Putting It Into PracticeWhile performing the strength training and running form drills, Eric

Orton wants you to start running and work towards four half hour runs per week, for four to six

weeks. This is for both the novice and veteran alike. For the novice, this makes a lot of sense.

But if you are a veteran I would just suggest that you put aside thoughts that you are beyond

the basics. In reality, we are talking a month and a half at most. That really isn't a lot of time

and I think you will find the time spent is well worth it and will make you a significantly better

runner. These runs are slow runs where your main focus is on your running form and preparing



for the foundation program. He advises that you govern yourself and your intensity here by

breathing only through your nose. If you can't breathe through your nose then your run is too

intense, back off until you can. This allows time for your body to adapt to the strength training

and new running style which places different demands on your body with potential for a lot of

soreness early on. After two or three weeks that soreness will go away. By running at a low

intensity you will have shorter recovery times from these runs.I can't say enough how important

this step was for my growth. Before I found this book I was beginning to run, but I was trying to

run full throttle all of the time. I didn't understand that my all or nothing approach was actually

holding me back from developing as a runner. Once I slowed down my progress exploded.It is

through this phase that I would say you don't need to invest in a GPS watch or heart rate

monitor, (usually they work together, or you can use your phone with a running app with a

heart rate monitor that you purchase separately). I'm not sure if this is by design, but as it is

you can match your investment in equipment to your actual progress. You can give the program

a shot, if you find that you are consistent and are progressing through the program, you can

then get the watch and HR monitor before you start the Stategic Running program.Strategic

RunningHaving a plan is key to success. Fortunately, Eric Orton provides a running schedule

that is catered directly to your fitness level. How does he accomplish this? He does this using

two tests. You perform these tests immediately prior to beginning the strategic running program

so that you know your exact fitness level. The first test is your 1-mile time. The second test is

your average heart rate when running as fast as you can sustain for 20 minutes. You then have

two charts supplied in the book, along with a running schedule that calls out runs based on

these charts. The two tests are used to assign heart rate zones (HRZ) and speed zones

(SPZ).To be honest, I balked at the heart rate monitor and the running schedule when I first

went through the book. I tried for awhile to keep running without jumping into this. However, I

finally decided to give it a shot. My progress accelerated. Ironically, that didn't mean that I was

doing intense running all the time. I would say that only 20% of the runs were speed intervals,

hill running, or higher HRZ's.The Strategic Running Program is split into two phases. The first

is focusing on endurance, so slow runs, in lower HRZ's punctuated by the 20% of higher

intensity.The second phase is bringing in a greater emphasis on strength and speed. This is

where I had to stop due to personal reasons, but the gains I had made up to this point were

beyond what I thought I could ever do. The second phase runs get shorter, but are more

intense.The plans are geared towards a 6-day running week. However, he placed in asterisk

next to days that you could skip if you wanted to do 3-4 days of running per week. You can also

choose to run less each day as well. So, where many runs would get up to an hour long you

could easily modify the runs to 30 or 45 minutes. By taking ownership of your training you can

make it suit your life and goals.Mindful EatingTo be honest, this is the chapter I paid the least

attention to and have little to say on it. Overall I would say my family has a fairly sensible diet

and so I skimmed through this chapter. Likewise the chapter on visualization. That's just me,

others may find both these chapters beneficial.On another note, they way I ate did change. I

ate more. In some of those long runs I was burning 3500 calories (estimated by heart rate,

duration, effort, etc.). It wasn't unusual for me to come home after a 3-hour run and consume

half a dozen eggs, toast, and anything else I could lay my hands on.You will also need to plan

on learning how to stay nourished and hydrated during long runs if you are running beyond 12

miles. I would suggest to keep your learning just ahead of your ability. E.g. if you are only

running 3 miles, then don't worry about it, focus on the program. As your run times and

distance grow, then you can start looking at what you will need to do. Eric gives guidance on

this as well, but I had to augment through trial and error and further research. Which gets back



to Eric Orton's main theme:Athleticism = Awareness. Eric Orton is getting you started on this

path, but you have to take your training upon yourself, put in the effort, and become aware of

how your body is performing.SummaryThis program is accessible to both the novice and

veteran runners. I experienced many great gains and PR's while using this program. If you

were to get the book for the coaching advice alone, I would say it is worth it. Keep running!”

JB, “Surprisingly Comprehensive - A Definitive Guide. E. Orton covers so much more in this

book than I ever expected. I came, as we all would, for secrets to running perfectly, but was

gifted with much more. E. Orton has a clear love for life, for people, and has much to say in the

way of finding fulfillment. He touches tangential topics because of the power they can have in

your running. It's just a bonus that there's true life lessons to walk away with here. Simple,

practical, and certainly worth considering.Also, it's worth stressing that E. Orton is on point with

his specific, technical running advice. This is your definitive guide to demystifying running, and

achieving any goal. I encourage all to read this if they wish to strive for more.”

Jeff Whitmire, “there are several good tips here. I read enough other reviews before buying this

that I certainly wasn't surprised with the third-person narrative, and while I'm not a fan of that

"filler" in what I consider a reference book, I can deal with it.Every running book with training

plans has something to offer even if the reader doesn't actually follow the plans. This one is no

different; there are several good tips here. The most unique feature of this book compared to

others that I've read is the emphasis on foot/ankle/calf strength development by practicing semi-

isometric stances in varied positions. After seeing some videos on YouTube, this is what I

bought the book for and feel that these exercises (still a work-in-progress for me) have been

helpful not only in my running but inline skating and cycling as well.”

D J A, “Fantastic coach. One of the best coaches with experience of training all levels of

runners. Trained Christopher McDougall from the Born to Run book. Strength of the foot is

important and dispels many myths of pronation . Excellent You tuber if you haven't seen the

beauty of Jackson you are missing out. Excellent training schedule. Highly recommended.”

SideBurn, “Very interesting. I read this book because of its link with 'Born to Run' and because

the author claims he can make you a better, stronger runner. I suspect I am not alone in getting

a few pains and problems throughout the year and the author claims to have a solution for this.

I am already a good runner but want to learn more.The strength training exercises look great, I

have only just started them so cannot say they work but I have never come across anything like

them before.The book does come across as a marketing plug for the authors other enterprises.

The book describes a weeks training 1:1 with the author detailing its aims and objectives. The

nutrition plans described are also interesting.I have to say I have enjoyed this book, I think it is

well written and 'atmospheric' describing the terrain around the authors base, Jackson Hole in

Wyoming. It certainly makes me want to come for a visit (hence my 'marketing' comment

above!).Will it stop me getting injured? If it does then it is worth its weight in gold to me. I would

recommend the book to anyone who wants to know how to run or how to run better.”

Jazzy Jeff, “I bought The Cool Impossible on the back of Born to Run. I bought The Cool

Impossible on the back of Born to Run, and despite being an experienced distance runner (30+

years) have overdone the exercises and am currently limping about the place with a strained

foot arch on one foot and a painful Achilles on the other. So, maybe curb your enthusiasm a bit.

Still looking forward to developing a new style and this book's essential scientific methodology -



combined with the free spirit stuff - provides a great systematic template for, effectively for me,

re-training to do it properly.”

B. Hunt, “So good - believe it can be possible!. This book came to me as I was sitting down

writing a goal for a 24 hour race.Beautifully descriptive, it makes me want to get on the next

flight to Jackson Hole and go and train with Eric.Some great exercises to work on and training

plans to make you a stronger runner.”

The book by Eric Orton has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 340 people have provided feedback.
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